Mapping the Internet at scale is increasingly important to network security, failure diagnosis, and performance analysis, yet remains challenging. Accurately determining the interface addresses used for inter-AS links from traceroute traces can be hard because these interfaces are often assigned addresses from neighboring ASes. Identifying these interfaces can benefit Internet researchers and network diagnosticians by providing accurate IP-to-AS mappings where such mapping is most difficult -at AS boundaries.
INTRODUCTION
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IMC 2016 November [14] [15] [16] 2016 , Santa Monica, CA, USA tinct problems conspire to make this especially difficult, which are coarse-grained interface-to-AS mappings using IP prefixes [40] , and incomplete and inaccurate interface-to-router assignments [21] . Reliably identifying these inter-AS link interface addresses may seem like a narrow problem, but is central to many problem domains, as it underlies the accuracy of those studies or solutions. Examples include:
• studies that rely on identifying inter-AS link interfaces, such as measuring congestion on peering links [32] and mapping interfaces to facilities [19] ; • more precisely identifying the ASes traversed on a traceroute path, with implications for AS-connectivity research and network diagnosis [35] ; and • studying the security implications of network topologies against flooding and DDoS attacks [27] . Unfortunately, existing techniques are too inaccurate to provide this type of information.
Difficulties at the Boundary
There are two reasons that inferring inter-AS link interfaces from a single trace is difficult. First, a link between two ASes is assigned addresses from one address space. As a result, the address at which the AS address space changes from one AS to another in a trace is not always the address used for the interconnection between the two. In fact, when a path has a single hop in an AS, an address from its address space may not appear in the trace.
Second, traceroute artifacts may lead to errors. Load balancing has the potential to render the inter-AS link interface address invisible in some traces, and routers might respond with off-path third party addresses, which both hides the address used for the interconnection and can cause an extra AS to appear in the trace.
Clearly, it is unwise to draw inferences about inter-AS links from a single trace. Additional information, i.e., traces that expose additional interfaces either before or after the same interface, is needed to draw accurate inferences.
To address these challenges, we provide a technique for inferring the interfaces used for inter-AS links. From an interface-level graph we derive from a set of traceroute traces, we identify the interfaces in the graph where an AS switch occurs. We then improve these inferences by making multiple passes through the graph. This approach effectively handles the challenges posed by naming point-to-point interfaces from /30 or /31 prefixes, minimizes the impact of third party addresses and load balancing, and corrects for mistaken inferences due to low visibility.
Contributions
In this paper, we present MAP-IT, which is an algorithm that identifies inter-AS link interfaces, and the ASes connected by the link. We evaluate our algorithm using data available to the research community, ensuring that our results can be reproduced. In addressing this challenge we:
• describe a novel, robust, and highly precise, multipass algorithm for inferring interfaces used for inter-AS links from traceroutes; • verify our algorithm using ground truth from Internet2, a Tier 2 regional provider, achieving a precision of 100% and a recall of 96.9%; • confirm those results using approximate ground truth derived from DNS hostnames for interfaces in ISPs Level 3 and TeliaSonera; and • compare MAP-IT to existing approaches for identifying inter-AS links interfaces, demonstrating better accuracy. Our verification against ground truth data confirms the ability of our algorithm to find inter-AS link interfaces (recall) when possible in the traceroute dataset, and the correctness of those inferences (precision).
RELATED WORK
Extracting Information From DNS : DNS hostnames can provide useful information for interpreting traceroute results. Previous analysis [14, 23] shows that they do not follow universal tagging conventions, making automation of extracting pertinent information harder. Furthermore, hostnames are not regularly updated, leading to stale information [41] ; some networks provide no information in their hostnames; and many interfaces lack associated DNS hostnames. These problems conspire to make using hostnames as a standalone technique infeasible, and make even using them in combination with other methods difficult. Router-Level Graphs: Significant efforts were made to leverage the router-level graphs generated by alias resolution techniques [13, 20, 28, 30, 38] . Unfortunately, even accurately inferred routers are difficult to map to ASes [15] , confounding their ability to accurately infer the interface addresses used for specific inter-AS links. Huffaker, et al. [21] use MIDAR [30] and kapar [29] to group interface addresses into routers, and propose several heuristics for router-to-AS assignments, achieving 71% router-to-AS mapping accuracy. Giotsas, et al. [19] use a similar technique, without kapar, to infer inter-AS links. These links are input to their Constrained Facility Search algorithm, which iteratively constrains the possible interconnection facilities for inferred peerings. They do not evaluate the accuracy of their inferred inter-AS links.
A highly accurate router-level graph would mitigate many of the challenges traceroute presents [35] . Currently, none of the router-level graphs are accurate enough for use in inferring inter-AS links. In this paper, we adopt a different approach that avoids alias resolution entirely. Namely, we use clues at the interface-level that an interface is used for an inter-AS link. IP-to-AS Mapping : Others have recognized the problems of prefix-based IP-to-AS mappings for traceroute interface addresses. Mao, et al. [35] classify the various causes of AS-level path mismatches between BGP and traceroute, and later propose a technique to reassign /24 prefixes that might be mis-mapped, focusing primarily on missing AS hops when compared to BGP announcements, caused by MOAS prefixes, IXP prefixes, and sibling ASes [34] . A subsequent study [40] refines this method by reassigning interfaces at the address granularity, but focuses on altering traceroute derived AS-level paths to better reflect BGP derived AS-level paths, which may be inaccurate. Zhang, et al., [42, 43] propose a framework for quantifying discrepancies between traceroute-derived AS paths and BGP AS paths, and find that 60% of mismatches are due to ASes assigning interfaces from a prefix announced by a neighbor. AS-Level Links/AS Connectivity : Chen, et al. [16] propose using traceroute to complement the AS-level links derived from BGP route announcements, from which AS connectivity is typically inferred. They also provide heuristics for converting traceroute IP-paths to AS-level paths, which enables them to avoid false positives when compared to ground truth from a Tier 1 network.
While deriving the existence of a link between ASes is related to our work, these heuristics cannot be used to identify the IP addresses used on the inter-AS links, nor to identify all IP-level links that appear in traceroute traces between two networks. Our algorithm addresses the problem of identifying legitimate AS-level links as well as the IP addresses used on those links. Third Party Addresses: Third party addresses may appear in traceroute traces when the ingress interface which receives a probe and the egress interface used for the ICMP response are different. Hyun, et al. [25] attempt to quantify the prevalence of third party addresses announced by off-path ASes, concluding that third party addresses are primarily caused by multihomed ASes, and do not significantly distort the ASlevel paths derived from traceroute. Employing the IP prespecified timestamp option, Marchetta, et al. [36] measure the impact of third party addresses on inferred AS-links derived from traceroute, determining that 17% of the AS-links are mistaken inferences caused by third party addresses. They argue that third party ASes are much more prevalent than found by Hyun, et al., and that they are not limited to the edges of the Internet. A follow up study by Luckie and Claffy [31] questions these results, arguing that the IP prespecified timestamp is non-standard and thus cannot be relied upon for accurate measurements. They demonstrate that more than half of the addresses inferred to be off-path by Marchetta, et al. are in fact on-path addresses.
These studies show that the impact of third party addresses is not completely understood, and further, that a reliable active or passive approach for identifying third party ASes in traceroute traces has not yet been found. While one could try to identify third party addresses initially, we minimize their impact on our results. Inter-AS Link Interfaces: Luckie, et al. [32] discuss the challenges of measuring congestion on peering links, but did not present a method for identifying inter-AS link interfaces. In later work, Luckie, et al. propose bdrmap [33] to tackle the problem of inferring inter-AS link interface addresses between a network with at least one traceroute monitor and directly connected networks, with 96.3%-98.9% precision. MAP-IT, unlike bdrmap, tries to identify inter-AS link interfaces between all connected ASes seen in traceroute results, not just for directly connected networks. Of the three networks we verify against, only one has a monitor that was used to run the traceroutes for our experiments.
IMPROVING INFERENCES
The two interfaces connected by a layer 3 point-to-point link are assigned addresses from the same /30 or /31 prefix [37] . When applying BGP-based IP2AS mappings to interfaces used on AS interconnection links, one interface will map to the incorrect AS, since the prefix is allocated to only one AS. Using Fig 1 as an example, the interfaces at hops 2 and 3 map to AS55 (University of Pennsylvania), and the fourth interface maps to AS15169 (Google). These mappings, derived from BGP prefix announcements, might lead to the (mistaken) inference that AS55 connects directly to AS15169. In fact, AS55 indirectly connects to AS15169 via AS11164 (Internet2 TR-CPS), which the DNS hostnames reveal. Complicating matters, here a transit link is assigned a prefix from the customer's address space (AS55), violating the convention that the link prefix is typically assigned from the provider's address space [21, 32] .
As Fig 1 shows , inferring inter-AS links from a single trace is unreliable. Rather, combining evidence from separate traces is necessary to form a more trustworthy interface graph. 
A New Approach
This section explains the MAP-IT approach. § 1 outlined the problem and our goals, and here we describe design choices we have made, before presenting MAP-IT details. The most significant is avoiding additional infrastructure, such as the probes used by Luckie, et al. [33] , and instead focusing on algorithmic advances. MAP-IT consequently is usable in today's environments, and provides a road map to further improve accuracy when such infrastructure is available. Using existing data not specifically collected for MAP-IT presumes that the information we need can be extracted via processing. Traceroute data collections provide information about paths through the Internet, and identification of AS boundaries demands both transforming the data from a list of probes into a graph, and then using the same data to identify points in the graph with the desired properties. As with any data-driven approach, sufficient data of sufficient quality are necessary, but the basic approach is to build a graph, identify likely AS boundaries, and then extract additional information from the traceroute files. In MAP-IT, this extraction process is a central contribution, as we discovered that additional passes through the data could be used to refine the tentative identifications by increasing or decreasing the likelihood that the graph node is a boundary. As we will show when evaluating MAP-IT, this refinement process is robust enough on real data that AS-boundary identification accuracy similar to Luckie, et al. was achieved with no additional infrastructure. Fig 2 illustrates the outputs from several traces through AS11537 (Internet2). Ingress interface addresses are shown at each router, which are what traceroute generally reports, as well as the AS address space to which they belong 1 . No single trace contains all of the ad-dresses displayed, but combining them helps create a clearer picture of the network. As expected, the intra-AS link interface addresses -those used to connect the core routers -are from AS11537. Conversely, the inter-AS link addresses are either assigned by AS11537 or the connected AS, illustrating the primary difficulty in inferring the specific interface addresses used for the AS interconnections. A single trace does not provide sufficient data to determine which AS's address space is used for the inter-AS link interfaces, but the aggregate view provides clues from which we can derive more accurate inferences.
For the interface address 109.105.98.10, the unique addresses that appear after it (forward neighbors set, N F ) in the traces are primarily from AS11537. Although the address is assigned from AS2603 (NORDUnet), its N F implies that it resides on a router in AS11537. The rationale behind this inference is that if 109.105.98.10 was an internal interface, most of the forward neighbors would not belong to a single, different AS. The next hop following a border router is typically another router in the same AS that responds with an interface address from its own address space, which in this case are internal addresses on the Cleveland and Atlanta routers. As the link addresses will come from one of the two interconnected ASes, and we found that 109.105.98.10 is used on an AS11537 router, we can infer that it is used to connect to a router in AS2603. This reasoning also applies to the unique neighboring addresses that appear before (backwards neighbors set, Importantly, the N F and N B for the same interface are expected to be disjoint regardless of the vantage point from which probes are sent; but different vantage points can reveal additional interfaces before and after an interface. This occurs because traceroute is intended to report the ingress interface addresses on which the routers receive the probes, so for point-to-point links, the backward neighbors and forward neighbors should be disjoint sets of interface addresses 3 ; otherwise, there would be a forwarding loop between two of the routers.
Further, evidence of an inter-AS link not only allows us to infer the use of the interface address we are looking at, but also the use of the interface on the other side of the link. For point-to-point addresses, the other side is assigned an address from the other host address in its /30 or /31 prefix 4 . Since the other side is used on the same inter-AS link, it is necessarily used to connect the same two ASes. In Fig 2 , the other side of 109.105.98.10 is 109.105.98.9, and is used on the same link connecting AS11537 to AS2603. The former address resides on a router in AS11537, while the latter's router is in AS2603.
Finally, nothing can be inferred from the N B for the inter-AS link interface 199.109.5.1, since no single AS appears more than all others. However, when we update the IP2AS mappings based on previous inferences in § 4.4.1, we will be able to determine that it is used for the link between AS11537 and AS3754 (NYSERNet) on a subsequent pass through the interfaces.
Interface Halves
We attempt to infer the use of an interface address based on each of its Ns independently, because only one direction is expected to indicate its use on an inter-AS link. For this reason we split each interface into interface halves (IHs), where each half is the interface in either the forward or backward direction. Forward halves include only the forward neighbors for an interface, while backward halves can see only the backward neighbors. The other side of an IH is the other side of the original interface, but looking in the opposite direction. As an example, the other side of the backward half of the interface 198 
Discussion
This approach is intended to find the IP connections between networks, which can be physical, such as a crossconnect in a co-location facility, or virtual, where two routers are connected by a VLAN. Common examples of a virtual point-to-point connection are virtual private interconnections established across a peering fabric at an Internet Exchange Point (IXP), and data centers which connect networks to transit providers over a switched network. These switching fabrics are invisible to traceroute, which only reports the IP-layer interfaces, so although the two networks are not directly connected to each other, the VLANs appear like physical point-topoint inter-AS link interfaces. The impact is that this technique infers the logical AS interconnections, but not the switched network that enables those connections.
MAP-IT relies on Ns with at least two addresses from which to draw inferences, except for stub ASes (see § 4.8). This helps avoid incorrect inferences due to traceroute artifacts, described in greater detail in the next section. Where only one address from the other address space is seen before or after an inter-AS link between ISP ASes, an inter-AS link cannot be inferred.
The need to see interfaces in the address space of the connected AS causes two problems. First, when an AS uses interface addresses from its transit provider, we are unable to infer an inter-AS link because the address space does not change. Second, some ASes disable traceroute replies on their border routers, which prevents us from making inferences.
MULTI-PASS ALGORITHM
We now present MAP-IT, an algorithm for inferring inter-AS link interfaces. We presume traces and an IP2AS mapping tool based on BGP prefix announcements are available.
Alg 1 sketches MAP-IT. We remove spurious or anoma- Add inter-AS link inferences ( § 4.4)
5:
Remove questionable inferences ( § 4.5)
6: until there are no changes left to make 7: Infer links to low visibility and NAT stubs ( § 4.8)
lous traceroute results (line 1), and use the remaining sanitized traces to create N F and N B for each interface (line 2). Subsequently, we make as many inferences as possible (line 4), updating our IP2AS mappings as we go; prune disproved inferences (line 5); and repeat until the algorithm converges. Finally, we employ a heuristic to infer links involving low visibility stub ASes or stub ASes which employ NATs (line 7).
Discard and Sanitize Traces
Router misconfigurations, load balancing, and transient routing changes can cause traceroute artifacts. We take two steps to minimize their pollution of the Ns. First, we try to remove false adjacencies caused by buggy routers that forward packets with TTL=1, instead of sending an ICMP reply [26] , as these may make interfaces appear to be on adjacent routers, when there is an unseen router. We remove all hops with quoted TTL=0, but retain the rest of the trace.
After sanitizing a trace, we attempt to identify if load balancing or a transient routing change occurred during the trace. While Paris traceroute [39] mitigates the effects of most load balancing techniques, per-packet load balancing and transient routing changes can cause mistakes in the N F and N B by making interfaces on disconnected routers appear adjacent in a trace. We discard traces that have an interface cycle 5 . For the traces we used, we remove 2.7% of the traces and retain 89.1% of the distinct addresses seen in the dataset.
What remain are cleaner but not perfect traces. This is acceptable as MAP-IT is robust to moderate misinformation.
Determine Interface Other Sides
As noted, point-to-point links can be assigned addresses from either a /30 or /31 prefix, so we use a heuristic to infer the other side for each interface. From a traceroute dataset, we extract all addresses seen in any trace, including discarded traces. All non-host addresses in a /30 prefix are assigned an other side from their /31 prefix. For the remaining valid host address, we check to see if a different address appeared in our dataset that would be a reserved address in its /30 prefix. If so, we assign it an other side from its /31 prefix, otherwise we assume it is from a /30 prefix. In total, this heuristic identifies 40.4% of the interfaces as being addressed from a /31 prefix.
Algorithm 2 Direct Interfaces
Require:
Find AS N which appears more than any other AS in h's N using previous IP2AS 3:
if previous IP2AS(h) = AS N then
5:
Mark a direct inference for h
6:
Update current IP2AS(h) ← AS N
Extract Neighbors Sets
Using the cleaned traces, we create N F and N B described in § 3. The Ns for an interface includes all addresses seen exactly one hop before it (N B ) or after it (N F ) across all traces, excluding null hops and private/shared addresses. We do not include private/shared addresses in the Ns, because they are not globally routable or unique, and should not appear in traceroutes.
Of the 4,752,201 interface addresses seen adjacent to at least one other address in our dataset, 449,602 had N F with more than one address, and 1,139,087 had N B with more than one address. For a direct inference to be made in § 4.4.1 on a specific interface, either its N F or N B must contain at least 2 addresses.
Adding Inferences
This section describes the add step, the main process for inferring inter-AS links. An interface is determined to be used for an inter-AS link in 4 steps: 
Direct Inferences
Alg 2 shows the first step, which greedily tries to make as many inferences as possible on the set of IHs with more than one neighbor in their Ns, based on the current IP2AS mappings of their neighbors. As we visit each IH, we map each IH in its N to an AS using the IP2AS mapping tool. For the first pass through the IHs, this is equivalent to the IP2AS mappings derived from BGP announcements. If any single AS appears more than all other ASes, and that AS is not the same as the IH's AS, then a direct inference is made.
When counting the ASes in a N we treat all sibling ASes like they are the same AS. We do not distinguish between siblings as they are controlled by the same organization, and the siblings do not necessarily assign addresses according to the distinctions between the ASes. If an inference is made for a N with multiple siblings from the same organization, we update the IP2AS mapping with the sibling AS that appears most frequently in N.
The parameter 0 ≤ f ≤ 1 can be used to further restrict the inferences. After determining the most common AS in N, at least f × |N| of the addresses in N must map to that AS for an inference to be made. As an example, for f = 0.5, at least half of the addresses in N must map to the most common AS, or the inference is discarded. We evaluate the impact of f in § 5.3, showing that the fraction of correct inferences generally improves as f increases, at the expense of the number of inter-AS links identified.
When an inference is made, two things happen. First, we record the inference and the AS connected via the link as a direct inference. This prevents the algorithm from making a different direct inference on the IH, unless the inference is removed in § 4.5. This is important to prevent update cycles on the same IH. Second, we update the IP2AS mapping for the IH to the connected AS. The update is applied whether it is a forward or backward inference, as they enable future updates.
Returning to Fig 2, during the initial pass through the IHs, no inference can be made for 199.109.5.1 b because no AS appears more than all other ASes in its N B . But, after we make a direct inference on the IH 109.105.98.10 f , we update its IP2AS mapping from AS2603 to AS11537. Now, on the next pass through the IHs, AS11537 appears more than any other AS in the N of 199.109.5.1 b , providing the clue needed to infer that it is used for an inter-AS link between AS11537 and AS3754. To ensure determinism, all updates made to the IP2AS mappings are only visible starting with the next iteration through the interface halves, so an update made during the first iteration is only used starting with the second iteration.
An IP2AS update on one half of an interface does not affect the IP2AS mapping for the other half. Updating the IP2AS mappings this way can aid in making inferences in later iterations, and prevent mistaken inferences due to skipping an intermediate AS. 
Adding Indirect Inferences
After adding direct inferences, the algorithm updates the IP2AS mappings for the other side of each IH on which an inference was made 7 . For the inference made The distinction between these inferences and those made directly is that these are indirect inferences linked to their other side. If the associated direct inference is discarded, the indirect inference is also discarded. Additionally, while only a single direct inference can be made on each IH per add step, indirect inferences do not preclude a future direct inference, out of concern that the other side might be incorrect.
Fixing Point-to-Point Contradictions
Point-to-point inter-AS links connect exactly two ASes. Traceroute artifacts, such as routers which respond with the outgoing interface, load balancing, unknown sibling ASes, and unannounced IP addresses, can cause it to appear that some interfaces and/or links connect three or more ASes. It is also possible that the interface is used at an Internet exchange, but the address does not appear in our IXP dataset.
The first type of contradiction, which we refer to as dual inferences, is where two inferences are made on the same interface; i.e. we inferred that both the forward and backward IHs of the same interface are used on inter-AS links. The second contradiction is when direct inferences are made on both an interface and its other side, each involving different connected ASes, which we call divergent other sides. In our experiments, most contradictions involve interfaces and links with IP addresses that do not have mappings in our IP2AS tool. We do not fix these, because assigning IP2AS updates to unannounced IP addresses can enable additional inferences. Our focus here is to resolve the point-to-point contradictions involving interfaces with IP2AS mappings. Dual Inferences: For dual inferences, where inferences are made in both directions for the same interface, we try to discard one of the inferences, keeping the other. If both inferences involve the same AS, usually caused by per-packet load balancing, sibling ASes, or outgoing interfaces, we retain both as it does not affect the accuracy in terms of the ASes connected by the inter-AS link. Instead, we focus on situations where the inferences involve different ASes, which we expect is caused by routers responding with their outgoing interface, resulting in third party addresses. Systems). This occurs when AS51159 sends the ICMP response back to the traceroute monitor through AS3356, instead of using the interface connected to AS1299 on which the probe packet arrived. While its N F indicates that it is used on a router in AS51159 to connect it to AS3356, its N B appears to imply that it is used to connect AS3356 to AS1299, due to the fact that addresses from AS1299 appear more than addresses from any other AS. The result is that inferences are made on both the forward half and the backward half of the same interface.
In this case, and in all dual inferences caused by third party addresses, the forward inference is correct, as the interface that is used to connect the backward AS, AS1299 in this case, is hidden from those traces, causing the backward neighbors from AS1299 to appear erroneously in the N B . The true interconnection is between AS3356 and AS15119, indicated by the DNS hostname for 212.113.9.210, THINK-SYSTE.edge5.London1. Level3.net. We keep the forward inference and remove the backward inference to resolve the dual inference contradiction.
Resolving dual inferences helps address some of the problems caused by third party addresses, but is unable to account for all of them. Specifically, whenever a forward inference cannot be made for an interface, because its N F does not contain enough addresses from the connected AS, there is the possibility that a false backward inference is being made. We expect that false backward inferences are most likely to be made at the borders with stub ASes, as they are often low visibility, which means that the N F does not always contain enough addresses. They are also sometimes configured with a single default provider, resulting in ICMP replies traveling through just one of multiple providers.
Another risk is that the forward inference might involve one of its sibling ASes. Although we use a list of known siblings, the list is incomplete. The risk here is that we might remove a legitimate backward inference in favor of the false inference between the siblings. Divergent Other Sides: The second violation is when different inferences are made on the two endpoints of an inter-AS link. This can occur for the same reasons as dual inferences, with the additional possibility that the other side was assigned incorrectly by our heuristic. Since this situation is rare in our experiments, and there is no way to distinguish between the possible causes for a given case, we do not attempt to fix divergent other sides. Instead, we assume the other side is incorrectly identified. Only 90 divergent other sides inferences exist in the final results.
Adjacent Inverse Inferences
Here, we attempt to reduce errors by removing a prominent source of mistaken inferences, "inverse inferences". An inverse inference occurs when a forward inference is made on an interface between its AS and some other AS, and a backward inference is made on a member of its N F between the other AS and its AS, as shown in Fig 5. In the figure, both 198 When confronted with inverse inferences, such as in the example, we keep the inference which is topologically nearer to the traceroute monitors, which is necessarily the forward one. We presume that we would gather more accurate evidence in the N F of the nearer interface, making it a more reliable inference. Therefore, we retain the forward inference and discard the backward inferences.
There may be a direct inference made on the other side of the backward IH, such as 192.73.48.21 f or 192. 73.48.25 f (not shown). In this case, where neither the forward nor the backward IHs are topologically nearer, it is unclear which inference to retain. As we are unable to reliably confirm or discard either inference, MAP-IT classifies both as uncertain inferences. After converging, the algorithm outputs both a list of high confidence inferences, and a much smaller list of uncertain inferences.
The risks associated with removing inverse inferences are twofold. First, our nearness assumption may not Algorithm 3 Removing Interfaces 1: repeat 2:
for each direct inference on h to AS N do
3:
if the inference would no longer be made then
4:
Make the inference indirect
5:
Discard indirect inferences w/o direct inference
6:
Remove updates for discarded inferences 7: until no inferences were discarded always remove the illegitimate inference, causing us to discard a legitimate one instead. Second, traceroute artifacts, such as load balancing, might cause two legitimate inter-AS link interfaces between two networks to appear back-to-back in a single trace, so our attempt to resolve inverse inferences might remove a correct inference.
Convergence and Determinism
MAP-IT may make many passes through the set of IHs, but since a direct inference on a given half can only be made once, the add step must converge. As inferences are based on updates to the IP2AS mappings prior to the current pass, the inferences are deterministic independent of the order in which the IHs are visited.
Remove Inferences
Alg 3's pseudocode summarizes the removal of inferences made in the add step. This is necessary to enhance the precision of the algorithm by removing inferences that would no longer be made based on the current IP2AS mappings, and allows the algorithm to revise mappings if necessary.
Similar to the add step, the remove step also makes multiple passes through the set of IHs, only using the IP2AS updates from the previous iteration. As each IH with a direct inference is visited, the algorithm checks if the connected AS still accounts for more than half of its N based on the current IP2AS mappings. If not, then we initially change the inference from a direct inference to an indirect inference but retain its IP2AS mapping. After each pass through the IHs, all indirect inferences without an associated direct inference are discarded, along with their IP2AS updates.
As with the add step, the remove step is guaranteed to converge because no inferences are made in this step, and once an inference is discarded it remains so at least until the remove step completes. The remove step is deterministic as each pass only uses the updates from the end of the prior pass.
Overall Convergence
Due to the presence of uncertain inferences, the overall algorithm, which repeats the adding and removing steps, may never reach a point where no inferences can be added and no inferences can be removed. Instead, it converges to the point where the same inferences are continually added and removed. Therefore, we look for a repeated state at the end of the remove step as the Algorithm 4 Low Visibility and NAT Heuristic 1: for each IH, h f , w/ a single neighbor n b do 2:
if AS N is a stub AS then
4:
Mark a direct inference for h f
5:
Mark an indirect inference for h b
6:
Update mappings for h f and h b to AS N stopping criterion, which indicates that no more confident inferences can be made. In our experiments, this occurred after 3 iterations of the main while loop.
Traceroute Artifacts
Traceroute artifacts, such as bugs, outgoing interfaces, transient route changes, per-packet load balancing, etc., can result in errors or prevent inferences from being made. Even Paris traceroute, designed to avoid most types of load balancing, is not immune to artifacts [39] .
Aside from interfaces that appear as third party addresses, (see § 4.4.3), there is a chance that artifacts in a N will cause MAP-IT to make an incorrect inference, either because the connected AS is wrong or because the interface is used internally. Using the neighbors sets is an attempt to diminish mistakes caused by artifacts but some errors are likely to occur, especially for IHs with small N. As we show in § 5.3, higher values of f can further reduce the number of mistakes, at the expense of the recall. There is also the risk that artifacts in N could prevent MAP-IT from making an inference if they prevent an AS from appearing enough to induce an inference.
Stub AS Heuristic
The algorithm presented in the previous subsections assumes that for an inter-AS link, at least two interfaces from the connected AS will appear either before or after the link. However, the next hop after the link may always reply with the same interface address, due to using a NAT to connect to its ISPs, flow control, or when the number of probes (or the destinations used) is insufficient to expose additional interfaces. Many stub ASes fall into this category, so we provide a heuristic to infer links involving low visibility stub ASes. This heuristic is only invoked after trying to infer inter-AS links for all IHs with N containing more than one interface address.
Alg 4 presents the stub heuristic. We only consider forward links to stub ASes, under the assumption that if the link was named out of the stub AS's address space, a backward inference would have been made in a previous step, especially since the traces are moving from a more visible AS to a relatively less visible AS. To prevent invalid inferences, we ensure that there is no inference made for the other half of the interface, and that no backward inference was made for the neighboring IH. If all of the conditions are met, then MAP-IT infers an inter-AS link.
A potential source of error is that the neighboring interface may be the endpoint of the inter-AS link, instead of the inferred interface. We expect this to be unlikely because inferences are only made for stub ASes, suggesting a transit relationship from the first AS to the second AS. As noted before, links between providers and customers are typically assigned from the provider's address space. Additionally, if the neighbor is used for the inter-AS link, a backward inference should have been possible, because providers generally receive packets from many ingress points for their customers, likely exposing multiple interfaces on the border router. The absence of an inference suggests that the link is assigned addresses from the provider's address space.
Another risk is that there may be a hidden AS between the first AS and the stub AS, if there is a only a single hop in the hidden AS. This results in an invalid inference between disconnected ASes.
Importantly, for correctly identified stub and provider ASes, third party addresses will not cause a mistaken inference to be made in this step. A third party address returned by a stub AS will be one of its providers. By definition, the provider network is not a stub AS, so no inference will be made in that case.
Discussion
Unresponsive hops, unannounced addresses, third party addresses, and single interface neighbor lists for ISPs can cause MAP-IT to underestimate the number of inter-AS links. Additionally, interfaces used for public peering at IXPs can cause issues because they are often assigned addresses from a prefix shorter than /30, causing incorrect updates to the IP2AS mappings for the other side of the interface. We can fix some of the IXP related problems by incorporating known IXP prefixes from outside sources.
Another potential source of error is when ASes are owned by the same organization, called siblings [18] . MAP-IT relies on the same origin AS accounting for more than half of the interfaces before or after a border interface. Sometimes sibling ASes will appear in the same N, but no single AS will appear frequently enough individually. We address this problem using CAIDA's AS2ORG tool [5] , which is based on WHOIS information, to determine if two ASes are siblings. We also use this information to prevent the algorithm from inferring inter-AS links between siblings, as the borders between siblings are often blurry, and might have no practical implications. Unfortunately, WHOIS information alone is insufficient to identify all ASes that belong to the same organization, and the dataset might contain errors.
RESULTS
To validate MAP-IT, we ran our algorithm using traces collected by CAIDA's ARK infrastructure [6] , which for the month of October, 2015 consisted of 110 monitors distributed throughout 43 countries [24] . For our ex-periments, we use the traces collected between October 1 and October 31, 2015, totaling 733,841,270 million traces. After discarding traces with interface cycles, we retain 714,027,556 traces with 6,565,421 distinct interface addresses, of which 4,992,879 appear adjacent to at least one other interface address.
For IP-to-AS mappings, we use BGP prefix announcements collected by 40 different monitors in October, 2015, which includes 18 monitors from RouteViews [11], 13 from RIPE RIS [3] , and 9 from Internet2 [8] , covering 30 distinct cities, 14 countries, and 6 continents. In using more than one route collector, we hope to see route announcements from a greater number of ASes [22] ; prefixes that might be aggregated in specific geographic areas, possibly obscuring the originating AS; and to view prefixes that are not advertised in all geographic areas. We also use the Team Cymru IP2AS mapping tool [12] for prefixes not seen in the BGP announcements.
To help avoid problems caused by IXPs, we combine lists of IXP prefixes from PeeringDB [10] and Packet Clearing House (PCH) [9] . PeeringDB also provides IXP AS numbers for some of the IXPs, which we combine with the BGP announcements to identify additional IXP addresses. The IXP information is sometimes stale and incomplete, but is sufficient for our purposes.
The combination of BGP dumps, Team Cymru IP2AS mappings, special purpose/private prefixes, and IXP prefixes cover 99.2% of the usable interfaces seen in the traceroute dataset. To determine sibling ASes we use CAIDA's AS2ORG tool, as well as 140 additional pairs gathered from independent research. Mapping ASes to organizations is a difficult problem and some of the information may be incorrect, and other sibling pairs might be missing. Finally, we use CAIDA's AS Relationships dataset [4] to identify ISP ASes (ASes with at least one non-sibling customer). The AS relationship dataset is derived from BGP announcements and is prone to its own errors and incomplete relationship information.
Verification Datasets
We verify our inferences against two separate datasets. The first dataset is ground truth from Internet2's network (AS11537), which is a highly accurate, and continually updated, list of interfaces used on Internet2's IP backbone. The second verification is performed using DNS hostnames for interfaces in Level 3 (AS3356) and TeliaSonera (AS1299), from which we manually create the verification dataset. Using DNS hostnames allows us to test many more inferences than using only the Internet2 dataset. While they can be unreliable, in our experience they are accurate enough to be used as approximate ground truth.
Internet2 Verification
We first verify our results against the ground truth from Internet2 [7] , a research and education (R&E) network that primarily connects other R&E networks to each other and to the global Internet. The data, which is available from Internet2 upon request, is an XML file that provides router and interface information for their IP backbone. Router information is broken down into interfaces, which contain information such as the subnet used to assign an address to the interface, and a label describing how they use the interface. From the interface descriptions included in the list, we manually determine which interfaces are used internally, and which are used for inter-AS links. The description also allows us to identify ASes connected by the inter-AS links; e.g., the description UVM via AL2S/ALBA indicates that its associated interface connects Internet2 to AS1351 (University of Vermont) using a VLAN across Internet2's Advanced Layer 2 Service.
The dataset is updated daily, protecting against stale information. In total, the Internet2 dataset covers 378 addresses seen in the traces, which includes 164 inter-AS links. Of those, 4 did not have any adjacent addresses from the connected ASes, so we did not include them.
Level 3 and TeliaSonera Verification
We also verify our inferences against the DNS hostnames assigned to interfaces in Level 3 and TeliaSonera. Both are global Tier 1 providers, and enable us to test MAP-IT on the commodity Internet. To create the dataset we tried to resolve the DNS hostnames associated with interface addresses in AS3356 and AS1299 seen in the traces, along with their inferred other side. If possible, we extract the hostnames from CAIDA's DNS hostname dataset [2] , supplementing with additional hostname lookups performed on Nov 6, 2015. We use these networks because they often include a tag in their DNS hostnames associated with inter-AS link interfaces that indicate the connected network, usually by name.
After extracting the hostnames, we classified each hostname as either external, meaning that it contains an inter-AS link tag, or internal, which is indicated when the hostname lacks an inter-AS tag, and when the hostname associated with the other side of the interface lacks such a tag as well. Finally, we manually went through each external hostname and identified the AS connected by the inter-AS link. We identified 4645 inter-AS links -of which 4442 had adjacent addresses from the connected AS -and 3599 internal links.
An example of an external hostname is cogent-ic-309423-den-b1.c.telia.net, where cogent-ic indicates an interconnection between TeliaSonera and Cogent (AS174). On the other hand, the hostnames ae-41-41.ebr1.berlin1. level3.net and ae-41-41.ebr2.budapest1.level3.net, associated with the link interfaces 4.69.201.118 and 4.69. 201.117 respectively, imply that the link connects two routers in Level 3's network, so both interfaces are classified as internal interfaces. We were not able to interpret every DNS hostname, such as dialup hostnames that do not include any information about the con-nected ISP network, or hostnames with ambiguous tags. When such hostnames are encountered, we remove the interfaces from our verification dataset. We also remove 176 interfaces with hostnames that appear to tag switching fabrics, such as the name of a data center, instead of the network connected by the VLAN.
There are two primary sources of noise. First, the hostname tags might be stale, and the interface is no longer used for the purpose indicated by its tag. Second, when corporations and networks change ownership, the hostname is not always updated to reflect that fact. We tried to track down the network's history in such cases but sometimes we could not. Both sources of noise inflate the number of false positives.
Precision and Recall
The evaluation against both datasets is mostly the same. A correct inference is one where MAP-IT correctly identifies an inter-AS link interface, and infers the ASes, or their sibling ASes, involved. Missing inferences are those where the algorithm failed to identify an inter-AS link indicated in the ground truth, with the qualification that the interface or its other side appears in the traceroute dataset. We also require that either the link is assigned a prefix from the connected AS, or that at least one address in the connected AS is seen adjacent to the link. We calculate precision as the fraction of correct inferences and recall as the fraction of inferred inter-AS links.
For both verification datasets, errors include inferences that failed to correctly identify the ASes that use the link and inferences made on internal interfaces. For Internet2, we also include any inference involving AS11537 on an interface not in the dataset 8 . Since we could not resolve DNS hostnames for all of the interfaces in AS3356 and AS1299, we cannot verify all inferences involving those two networks. Instead, for all inter-AS link interfaces in the datasets, we classify inferences involving the two ASes specified in the dataset as errors, if they were made on an adjacent interface in the connected AS. It is possible that some of these inferences are valid, but appear adjacent to the link due to artifacts, such as load balancing.
Selecting a Value For f
In § 4.4.1 we introduced a constant factor, f , which can be adjusted to increase either the precision or recall. Here, we evaluate this trade off for different choices of f . We ran experiments for different values of 0 ≤ f ≤ 1 at increments of 0.1.
The results are shown in Figure 6 . While the precisions for Level 3 and TeliaSonera remain mostly consis- 8 We inferred two links involving AS11537, 198.71.46. 44/31 and 64.57.28.30/31, which are not in the dataset. We confirmed with the Internet2 NOC that they are correct inferences and that their exclusion from the dataset is an exceptional case. We do not mark those inferences as errors in our verification. tent for all values of f , it has a significant impact on the Internet2 results. For Internet2, there is improvement in the precision until f = 0.5, where it reaches 100%, and then drops sharply for f = 0.9 and f = 1. As MAP-IT requires more proof for each inference, the quality of the initial inferences is generally higher and it more quickly discards incorrect inferences as it refines the IP2AS mappings. However, for high values of f , MAP-IT is unable to refine the inferences because it is too constrained. For f ≥ 0.9, when MAP-IT infers a link on a backbone link in Internet2, it is sometimes unable to discard it because there were insufficient updates to the IP2AS mappings.
Unlike precision, recall remains mostly constant for lower values of f , but sharply decreases for higher values. As explained above, the Ns for inter-AS link interfaces often have some addresses belonging to ASes not connected by the link. Increasing f can increase the certainty of each inference up to a point, but may prevent valid inferences due to the presence of those other addresses.
AS Relationships
Using results for f = 0.5 we also break down our results by the relationship type between the ASes inferred to share a link, shown in Tab 1. We use CAIDA's AS Relationship dataset [4] to classify the relationship between the networks as either a transit relationship (customerprovider) or a peering relationship, and to identify stub ASes. If an AS does not appear in the relationship dataset we classify the relationship as Stub Transit, and if there is no transit link between the ASes then we classify the relationship as Peer.
There is a dip in the precision between the Tier 1 networks and their peers. Of the 51 incorrect inferences, 31 are caused by inferences on an adjacent interface beyond the link. These inferences can both prevent MAP-IT from making a correct inference and are considered errors in our verification. We expect that some of these are valid links that appear adjacent to the peering in- terface due to traceroute artifacts. Not including these errors, the combined precision for Level 3 and TeliaSonera is 95.8% for peering links. For both Level 3 and TeliaSonera there is a drop in the recall for links between these providers and other ISPs. This happens because sometimes following an inter-AS link only a single address is seen in the traces. When the address belongs to a stub AS, the stub heuristic will identify the link, but we do not trust a single address belonging to an ISP because it might be a third party address. One potential remedy is to try to expose more interface addresses by targeting the links with additional traces, which could enable more inferences.
As seen here, the absence of an inference does not imply that an interface is not used for an inter-AS link. This is especially true when the N F or N B is empty, contains a single interface, or contains primarily unannounced addresses, as all of these prevent the algorithm from making an inference due to insufficient evidence of an AS switch.
Utility of Multiple Passes
Next, we demonstrate the utility of the individual steps in the algorithm, as well as making multiple passes through the interfaces in order to refine the inferences. Fig 7 presents intermediate results after each part of the initial add step, and after each iteration, which includes an add step, followed by the remove step.
Initially, directly adding inferences based on the original IP-to-AS mappings performs reasonably well for Tier 1 networks but the precision for Internet2 is just 43.8%, showing the necessity of refining these inferences. After a slight improvement due to resolving point-to-point violations, removing inverse inferences brings the precision for all networks above 92%, indicating that inverse inferences are initially prevalent. Making additional passes through the interfaces in the first add step adds 46 correct inferences for Internet2, due to further refining the IP2AS mappings following each pass through the interfaces. The end of the first iter- ation brings additional improvements in the precision, removing 6 incorrect Internet2 inferences. The second iteration further refines the inferences, correcting three inferences for Internet2, adding two inferences for Level 3, and correcting four inferences for TeliaSonera. Finally, the stub heuristic vastly improves the recall for Level 3, which connects to many stub networks, with a less pronounced improvement for TeliaSonera.
Comparison with Existing Approaches
Until bdrmap, there have been no verified attempts to identify the interfaces on inter-AS links, and there are no techniques that can be applied to existing traceroutes or that identify inter-AS links in ASes not directly connected to the traceroute monitor. Here, we compare MAP-IT with f = 0.5 to three techniques that are commonly considered sufficient for the purpose, which are the simple heuristic, the convention heuristic, and CAIDA's ITDK dataset. We discuss other potential comparisons in § 6 when discussing future work. The precision and recall are shown in Figures 8a and 8b respectively. Our verification demonstrates that MAP-IT outperforms these techniques for inferring inter-AS links, and shows they should not be relied upon to identify inter-AS link interfaces. Simple Heuristic: In the first comparison, labeled Simple, we go through each trace looking for adjacent IP addresses in different ASes. The simple heuristic assumes that the first IP address in a different AS is used for the inter-AS link. It can be tempting to think that this is a reasonable approach for identifying inter-AS link interfaces, but it is fraught with problems. Most notably, inter-AS links are assigned addresses from a common prefix, which this does not account for, leading to many incorrect inferences, and severely hurting the recall. Convention Heuristic: The second heuristic, labeled Convention, is similar to the Simple approach, but incorporates the conventional wisdom that transit links are typically assigned addresses from the provider's ad- dress space. For each pair of adjacent IP addresses in different ASes, it first checks to see if one AS is a transit provider for the other based on the information in the AS relationship dataset [4] . If so, it assumes that the provider's address is used for the inter-AS link. This helps better identify the interface address used for the inter-AS links in the Tier 1 networks. For Internet2, this causes incorrect and missed inferences because Internet2's transit links are often assigned a prefix from the customer's address space. Although this heuristic accounts for transit link addressing, there is no known heuristic for assigning addresses used on peering links, so it reverts to the Simple heuristic.
Both the Simple and Convention heuristics fail to account for traceroute artifacts, such as load balancing and third party addresses, which significantly reduces their precision. Additionally, these heuristics operate on the level of individual traces, which may cause them to infer many links for the same interface address. CAIDA ITDK : The last approach is CAIDA's Internet Topology Data Kit (ITDK) [1] , a publicly available dataset, which includes two router topologies. The first, labeled ITDK-Kapar uses iffinder [28] , MIDAR [30] , and kapar [29] to resolve the interfaces, called aliases, that reside on the same router. The second topology, labeled ITDK-MIDAR, does not use kapar.
In both topologies routers are assigned to ASes, and the links between routers are provided, along with the interface used on the link. ITDK-Kapar follows the methodology of Huffaker, et al. [21] , while ITDK-MIDAR is similar to Giotsas, et al. [19] , except that both do not use iffinder. The dataset is derived from traces on the ARK infrastructure between August 16 and August 29, 2015, so we reconstructed the verification datasets for the traces used to generate the ITDK dataset, using DNS information from this time period and Internet2 router information from August 25, 2015. We did not mark all links involving AS11537 that are not in the Internet2 dataset as errors, out of concern that the IP2AS mapping tool used for the ITDK datasets might map addresses in AS11164, a sibling AS, to AS11537.
Of the approaches, ITDK-MIDAR is the most accurate, yet the precision is only 52.2% for Internet2, 67.3% for Level 3, and 43.4% for TeliaSonera. If we remove the errors involving the adjacent addresses for Level 3 and TeliaSonera, the precision improves to 77.9% and 53.6% respectively. The low precision is caused by imperfect alias resolution and inaccurate router-to-AS mappings; router graphs are currently unable to accurately identify inter-AS link interfaces, despite their utility for other problem domains.
Impact of Artifacts
In addition to the recall and precision, we also provide anecdotal evidence that the algorithm is resilient to a small amount of traceroute artifacts.
An example we found during our experiment is the interface 4.68.110.186, which is announced by AS3356. The hostname, mci-level3-ae.chicago3.level3.net, indicates that it is an interface used to connect with AS701 (Verizon, parent of MCI). Our algorithm classifies it as a inter-AS link interface between AS3356 and AS701 because 113 of the addresses in its N F belong to AS701 out of a total of 141 interface addresses.
Interestingly, 5 of the remaining interfaces belong to prefixes announced by AS3356, which is most likely due to transient routing changes or load balancing along a path that uses this link. Due to the overwhelming evidence that this is an inter-AS link interface, our heuristic is able to look past the anomalous traceroute results and make the correct inference.
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
MAP-IT is a novel multi-pass algorithm for precisely inferring inter-AS link interfaces. Using two separate datasets, MAP-IT's precision ranges between 94.7% and 100.0%, with recalls between 86.2% and 96.9%. These results show that MAP-IT may be a useful tool for network operators and researchers concerned with accurately mapping links crossing AS boundaries.
The implementation used for our experiments is available at http://www.seas.upenn.edu/~amarder/aslinks.html. It can be run using existing or custom traceroute datasets.
At the time of writing we were unaware of the work by Giotsas, et al. [19] . They use inter-AS links derived from a router-level graph built with MIDAR as inputs to their Constrained Facility Search, which iteratively refines the possible interconnection facilities for inferred peerings. Their technique for identifying inter-AS link interfaces is similar to ITDK-MIDAR, and comparing our results with theirs is interesting future work. The same is true for bdrmap, whose performance suggests that head-to-head comparisons with MAP-IT in a variety of contexts would be fruitful. It would also be interesting to evaluate the impact of incorporating ASlevel path alterations, such as those performed by Chen, et al. [16] .
